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Public Comment Guidance:
Salmonid fisheries are significantly different to typical wild-capture fisheries and have some unique
characteristics. In order to ensure that Seafood Watch assessments consider these unique
characteristics and the conservation concerns associated with these fisheries we have developed a
modified set of criteria for assessing salmon fisheries. One of the major considerations within this
set of criteria is the impacts of supplementation from artificial production which is widely used
throughout salmonid fisheries across the globe.
This document is the comment form for the second draft of the Seafood Watch Criteria for Salmon
Fisheries which can be found here. Please use this document to comment on the salmon specific
guidance and scoring identified in blue text.
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Criterion 1 – Impacts on the Species Under Assessment
Public comment guidance – During the second public comment period we received
comments regarding the appropriateness of MSY-based reference points for salmonid
populations for the purposes of determining sustainable populations. An alternative
option that we have considered is using Minimum Viable Populations, or Viable
Salmonid Populations, which are developed particularly for salmonid populations that
are listed under the Endangered Species Act. We have been unable to identify a way of
relating MVP-based targets to the MSY-based targets used by fishery managers, and in
order to allow effective assessment and ensure consistency with other Seafood Watch
assessments we have decided to retain our guidance with respect to MSY-based
reference points. We have also considered that it is most likely that concerns about
achieving MVP are greatest for ESA listed populations which are already considered a
High Concern for abundance using the draft methodology.
We welcome thoughts and suggestions of how MVP-based assessments could be used
and scored in a Seafood Watch assessment.
We have made some changes to the Productivity and Susceptibility Analysis that we use
to determine the vulnerability of a species or population. This method is used to help
guide our assessment of abundance in the absence of a formal stock assessment or
where abundance is otherwise considered unknown. We have used the PSA that was
accepted as part of the Seafood Watch Standard for Fisheries and added a factor for
susceptibility. This is in response to comments received during the second public
comment period that traditional PSAs do not accurately reflect the vulnerability of
salmonids. The changes to the PSA will also be subjected to a public comment period
later in 2016 as part of an interim review of the Seafood Watch Standard for Fisheries.
Any changes will be made to both standards to ensure consistent vulnerability
assessments across all species.
We welcome comments and suggestions on whether these additions are appropriate
and whether alternative factors should be considered.
Comments:

The Marine Stewardship Council funded desk-based research to help guide the development
of the Modified Default Assessment Tree for salmon. Two references may be of use to SFW:
Portley N and Geiger HJ (2014) Stock management units and limit reference points in salmon
fisheries: Best practice review and recommendations to the MSC. Marine Stewardship Council
Science Series 2: 89 – 115.
Portley N and Geiger HJ (2014) Limit Reference Points for Pacific Salmon Fisheries. North
American Journal of Fisheries Management 34(2).
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Criterion 2 – Impacts on Other Capture Species
Criterion 2 will be assessed according to guidance set forth in the Criteria for Fisheries.

Criterion 3 – Effectiveness of Fishery Management
Criterion 3 will be assessed according to guidance set forth in the Criteria for Fisheries.

Criterion 4 – Impacts on the Habitat and Ecosystem
Criterion 4 will be assessed according to guidance set forth in the Criteria for Fisheries.

Criterion 5 X – Impact of Artificial Production
Public Comment Guidance for Criterion 5
Criterion 5X is an exceptional Criterion which is to be assessed only where there is artificial
production associated with stocks that are caught and retained within the fishery under
assessment.
Previously the assessment of these factors had been combined with the corresponding factors
within the fisheries standard; however it was clear that this was preventing the concerns
associated with a particular operation from being clearly identified. For example, a wellmanaged fishery associated with poorly managed hatcheries may receive a moderately effective
score and while the overall result may be the same, the case for concern is not clearly identified.
By assessing artificial production in a separate criterion we are able to better highlight any
causes of concerns and areas that require improvement.
The Criterion is based on recommendations from the Hatchery Scientific Review Group, which is
the independent scientific panel of the Pacific Northwest Hatchery Reform Project; a project set
up by US Congress to reform hatchery management in the region. While the recommendations
set forth by the group may not be appropriate in all instances, we believe that they provide the
most comprehensive science-based recommendations that can broadly be applied to the
management of artificial production and supplementation of salmonids.
Feedback: Please comment below on these proposed changes as well as any other comments
on this factor.
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Comments:
We support separate assessment of enhancement and suggest a general consistency with the
MSC Salmon Standard.

Factor 5.1 Impact of Artificial Production on Wild Populations
Public Comment Guidance: Factor 5.1 assesses the impact or influence that artificial
production is having on wild stocks caught within the fishery being assessed.
Feedback: We welcome feedback on whether these metrics are realistic and whether they
adequate consider the concerns associated with the mixing of wild fish and hatchery origin
fish on the spawning grounds.
Comments:

Factor 5.2 Management of Artificial Production
Public Comment Guidance: Factor 5.2 assesses the management systems in place for
artificial production. Due to the large number of artificial production systems that may be
associated with fish caught in any given fishery, the proposal is to assess a ‘typical’ or
‘average’ artificial production system. This is consistent with Seafood Watch Aquaculture
assessments at a country level where it is not practical to assess the wide range of
performance that is often found across an industry. Where there are regional management
systems in place, it is likely that most systems operate at a similar level of performance.
Feedback: The requirements are based on recommendations from the HSRG. We welcome
comments regarding whether these requirements are appropriate; whether it is appropriate
to require all of them for a highly effective management plan; whether there are additional
requirements that should be considered.
Comments:
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